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Abstract. We propose a framework for understanding the role that the social sciences should play in ecosystem management. Most of the ecosystem management literature assumes that scientific understanding of ecosystems is solely the purview of natural scientists. While the evolving principles of ecosystem management recognize that people play an important role, social considerations are usually limited to political and decision-making processes and to development of environmental education. This view is incomplete. The social science aspect of ecosystem management has two distinct components: one that concerns greater public involvement in the ecosystem management decision-making process, and one that concerns integrating social considerations into the science of understanding ecosystems. Ecosystem management decisions based primarily on biophysical factors can polarize people, making policy processes more divisive than usual. Ecological data must be supplemented with scientific analysis of the key social factors relevant to a particular ecosystem. Objective social science analysis should be included on an equal basis with ecological science inquiry and with data from public involvement. A conceptual framework is presented to communicate to ecological scientists the potential array of social science contributions to ecosystem management.
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INTRODUCTION

The proliferating literature on ecosystem management contains many debates over the philosophical foundation, definition, principles, techniques, and implementation of what is being acclaimed as a fundamentally new approach to natural resource management. This paper contributes to these debates by discussing the role of the social sciences in ecosystem management, an aspect that we believe is often misunderstood in the current process of formulating an ecosystem management approach to natural resource management in the United States. Scholars in various social science disciplines have devised approaches to studying the relationships between human societies and their environmental contexts. Because these disciplinary approaches can inform the ecosystem management process, we propose a broad conceptual framework that, while not definitive, offers ecologists and natural resource managers a way to think about how social science data and analyses might assist in understanding ecosystem management problems. This paper is not intended to provide specifics on the principles and methods for applying social science inquiry, but rather is a translation device to provide ecologists with a better understanding of distinct domains of social science contributions.

Ecosystem management is emerging as the dominant paradigm for managing many public lands in the United States (FEMAT 1993, Bureau of Land Management 1994, U.S. Forest Service 1994, Interagency Ecosystem Management Task Force 1995). Its meaning has evolved to include several common themes or principles. Ecosystem management is usually defined to mean focusing on ecological systems that may cross administrative and political boundaries, incorporating a “systems” perspective sensitive to issues of scale, and managing for ecological integrity (e.g., conserving species and population diversity, dynamic processes, and representative systems). The evolving definition also includes recognition of the need to manage for the sustainability of human as well as ecological communities, to practice adaptive management, and to encourage broad-based involvement and collaboration in implementing ecosystem management (Salwasser 1991, 1992, LeMaster and Parker 1993, Slocombe 1993, Covington and DeBano 1994, Grumbine 1994, Jensen and Bourgeron 1994, Moote et al. 1994, Everett and Baumgartner 1995, Wagner 1995).

Much of the current debate about ecosystem management is over whether it is possible to achieve the goal of balancing social, economic, and ecological considerations. Those who do not believe this is possible often frame their arguments in terms of an abstract philosophical dichotomy between biocentrism (or eco-centricism) and anthropocentrism (or humanism). The biocentric position considers the primary goal of eco-

Since there is considerable contention over what is meant by the integration of human dimensions into ecosystem management, it is not surprising that this aspect of the evolving ecosystem management paradigm is most in need of clarification. While the evolving definitions and principles often include a recognition that people are a part of ecosystems and need to be included in decision making (e.g., Human Dimension Study Group 1994), in most applications social considerations are included only as part of the decision-making and political processes involved in initiating and implementing ecosystem management. In this respect, social scientists often are perceived to be the ones who will help resource agencies manage conflicts and avoid litigation, improve public participation processes, and provide environmental education.

While ecologists recognize that the social–political component of ecosystem management is important, the social scientific contributions to ecosystem management are often ignored or misunderstood. For example, in one of the most widely cited papers on the topic, Grumbine (1994) argues that ecological integrity must be the primary concern of ecosystem management, and that it is not possible to balance ecological, economic, and social concerns as resource agencies are trying to define the paradigm. In discussing the role of scientists in ecosystem management, he identifies only physical and biological science needs; issues related to “regional economics” and “population growth and resource consumption” are viewed as the purview of policy makers and “fostering cooperation and opening up the decision making process” as a job for resource managers (Grumbine 1994:32–33). More recently, Grumbine still misrepresents the role of social science through a false dichotomy between “science” and “social data.” He points out an omission in his earlier article, where he says he “focused on scientific data collection, but this is too narrow . . . [m]angers also need social data to do their jobs” and that “studies confirm that non-biological data are often more important than scientific information in solving management problems” (Grumbine 1997:44). Similar assumptions that ecosystem management science will be handled by ecologists, with social considerations relegated to managerial or political domains, have been made by other natural scientists (e.g., Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Wood 1994, Wagner 1995). These authors, while recognizing the political realities of ecosystem management, fail to note the scientific contributions that can be made by political scientists, sociologists, anthropologists, economists, and other social scientists who study human populations.

The unstated implication of such perceptions is that scientific inquiry related to ecosystem management is the realm of natural scientists, and that the social scientists’ realm is implementing or perhaps studying (although this is rarely mentioned) the political processes related to ecosystem management. At best, this implies that when there is a range of management options that could meet ecological goals, natural scientists should be aware of (1) the diversity of public opinions that may exist regarding these options, and (2) the need to weigh these opinions in the decision-making process. At worst, it implies that people are political obstacles to implementing what the natural scientists believe is necessary to meet ecological goals, and that the role of social science is to understand how to “educate” people so they become more supportive of those goals (e.g., Noss and Cooperrider 1994:328).

In order to help clarify the role of the social sciences in ecosystem management, we have developed a framework (Fig. 1) that we believe can illustrate the range and variation of the contributions the social sciences can make to ecosystem management. Its central premise is that there are two distinct social components in the evolving definition of ecosystem management. One component concerns greater public involvement in decision-making and in formulating policies and strategies for ecosystem management (the left side of Fig. 1). The other component concerns social analysis, or integrating social considerations into the science of understanding ecosystems and their management by humans (the right side of Fig. 1). The traditional view of the distinction between these components is based upon the obvious process elements of the public involvement component and the substantive data elements of the scientific component (e.g., Slocombe 1993:618). However, we argue that each component actually has both process and data aspects. Each component can involve people in decision-making processes regarding ecosystems and also produce substantive social science data about humans in ecosystems. Only by acknowledging and incorporating all four aspects into ecosystem management decision-making can we achieve a level of social knowledge sufficient to incorporate people into ecosystem management.

**HUMANS AS COMPONENTS OF ECOSYSTEMS**

Reports and position statements from both resource agencies and university scientists invariably include “humans as an integral part of ecosystems” as a general principle of ecosystem management (ENN Staff 1993:2, Iverson 1994, Grumbine 1994, Christensen et
al. 1996, Harwell et al. 1996, Mangel et al. 1996). Specifying what the social scientists' role should be and how it might best be integrated into the process of developing an ecosystem management approach, however, has yet to be adequately explicated or fully implemented.

Some authors, especially in the academic community, argue that understanding the biophysical nature of ecosystems and sustaining ecological integrity is the primary goal of ecosystem management (Grumbine 1994, Christensen et al. 1996). "Humans as part of ecosystems" enters into this image of ecosystem management in two ways. First, there is a need to understand how humans impact natural systems (i.e., how they act to prevent an ecosystem from being in its "natural" condition). The inherent assumption of this perspective is that humans are the antithesis of "nature" and human activity patterns and biological impacts need to be studied. An example of this analysis approach is the desert tortoise habitat rehabilitation plan prepared by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (1994).

The second way that humans figure into ecosystem management based on the ecological integrity model is through the recognition that how humans impact natural systems (i.e., how they act to prevent an ecosystem from being in its "natural" condition). The inherent assumption of this perspective is that humans are the antithesis of "nature" and human activity patterns and biological impacts need to be studied. An example of this analysis approach is the desert tortoise habitat rehabilitation plan prepared by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (1994).

The second way that humans figure into ecosystem management based on the ecological integrity model is through the recognition that ecosystem management should incorporate "human values" in decision making (Grumbine 1994), which is part of the political aspect of ecosystem management, as discussed above. Thus, the role of social science per se is not to study humans as interacting elements of ecosystems (having both positive and negative effects, with ecosystems providing some essential commodities or experiences for humans) but simply as deterrents to natural processes. Instead of systematically analyzing the interaction of humans in ecosystems, the social component enters the decision process haphazardly (i.e., unscientifically) in the political arena after the biophysical or "scientific" data are collected.

For resource management agencies, on the other hand, especially the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management, the "humans are an integral part of nature" principle is more than just rhetoric. Despite criticism from some in the ecological community, agency position statements continue to emphasize that ecosystem management means balancing both social and ecological goals (Environmental News Network Staff 1993, Iverson 1994, U.S. Forest Service 1994, Carr 1995), and recent task force reports have provided some preliminary scientific and process guidance for implementing the social component of ecosystem management (Guldin and Henderson 1993, Super et al. 1993, National Task Force on the Human Dimensions of Ecosystems Management 1994 (review draft); Interagency Ecosystem Management Task Force 1995). For example, the Forest Service's Human Dimensions Task Force has identified several hundred types of social analysis measures and is developing a process model for integrating social and ecological factors in ecosystem management.

In recent years, several major ecosystem assessments
conducted by federal land management agencies have exhibited increased attention to social dimensions. For example, an evaluation of community capacity to respond to changes in timber harvest was incorporated into the analyses presented in the FEMAT (Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team) Report (FEMAT Report 1993). The Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management Project conducted broader ranging and more in-depth analyses of local economic and demographic trends across the region, along with a relatively ambitious assessment of adaptive capacity and resiliency in 198 local communities (Harris et al. 1996). Similarly, the social assessment effort conducted as part of the Sierra Nevada Ecosystem Project included a detailed investigation of several dimensions of community well-being and the relationships between well-being and various policy scenarios across 180 localized areas (Doak and Kusel 1996). Such efforts indicate meaningful progress toward improved consideration of social factors in ecosystem management. At the same time, there remain unresolved questions about the specific social dimensions that need to be addressed, the appropriate scales of analysis, and the ways in which such input might be more effectively linked to biophysical analyses.

Public Involvement in Planning and Policy Making

Most of the emphasis on integrating humans into ecosystem management has focused on this first component: involving people in decision-making processes. Land management agencies are being compelled to work more effectively with diverse constituents and other governmental entities in their attempts to manage ecological units that usually cross land ownership and jurisdictional boundaries (e.g., Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee 1990, Southern Appalachian Man and Biosphere Cooperative 1996). In addition, federal resource managers have sought to involve people in decision making in response to legal and administrative mandates directing them to do so, increased conflict and litigation over managing public lands, and growing public distrust of resource managers and scientists (Kennedy and Quigley 1993, Shepard 1993, Daniels et al. 1994, Endter-Wada and Lilieholm 1995). These factors have contributed to widespread consensus that forging partnerships with people and creating more meaningful opportunities for public participation should be part of the ecosystem management paradigm (Daniels and Walker 1995, Thomas 1995, Walker and Daniels 1996).

Public involvement processes

The search for more effective means to deal with people and politics has been the main impetus for resource agencies to incorporate social science into resource management. Resource managers have turned to social scientists for practical and applied tools that will help them address the needs and concerns of increasingly diverse and contentious constituencies and be more effective in their attempts to educate and influence policy makers and public opinion on ecological issues. While social scientists are sometimes asked to help facilitate agency/public interactions, their main contributions lie in applying their understanding of human behavior to an analysis of conflicts and processes for managing them (see Fig. 1).

Some social scientists focus their research and analysis on broader processes of group and societal decision-making; i.e., the objects of their science are these processes. Their work generally analyzes the structure and dynamics of various public involvement processes, the conditions under which these processes work best, their suitability for addressing different types of problems, their effectiveness in facilitating public involvement, and their success in improving situations or attaining desired outcomes (e.g., Heberlein 1976, Howell 1987, Blahna and Yonts-Shepard 1989, 1990). Other social scientists have borrowed heavily from conflict negotiation and mediation experiences outside natural resources (e.g., labor disputes, divorce settlements) and applied these techniques to understanding and managing those conflicts (e.g., Bingham 1986, Amy 1987, Crowfoot and Wondolleck 1990, Yaffee 1994).

While generalizable principles about public involvement processes have emerged from these studies, application of this knowledge to natural resource management is not systematic. Using this knowledge to increase public involvement in ecosystem management entails difficulties due to the history of land management politics, unsettled questions regarding the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA), and the special challenges of ecosystem management (Daniels et al. 1994). However, its application is leading to some innovative approaches to participatory decision-making that attempt to involve people in decision-making earlier and on a more continual basis, and we hope, before conflicts develop (left column of Fig. 1). These approaches include collaborative learning (Daniels and Walker 1995), local decision-making partnerships (Kemmis 1990, Preister 1994), and, in the international arena and in relationships with sovereign native groups, co-management of resources and even protected areas (e.g., Berkes et al. 1991, West and Brechin 1991, DeLacy 1994).

Public involvement data

As Fig. 1 suggests, public involvement processes yield data as well as political efficacy. Public participation in standard agency planning procedures (e.g., advisory committees prior to recent Federal Advisory Committee Act restrictions, legally mandated public hearings) has been the traditional way resource agencies have obtained information about different constituencies. Most often public involvement data reflect the reactions of selected constituents and self-identified
stakeholders to particular agency actions, proposals, or management practices. In its least useful forms, public involvement provides little more than an indication of public reactions and position statements, i.e., whether those who participate in a particular process support or oppose specific management activities or proposals. However, processes that facilitate input extending beyond the simple expression of support/opposition can yield important insights into the ways in which participants relate to certain resources or resource areas, as well as their more general values, beliefs, and preferences regarding resource use and management. As such, public involvement data may help to identify the extent to which, and more importantly the reasons why, various management strategies are likely to be considered either acceptable or unacceptable, at least among those individuals and groups who become engaged in the public involvement process.

While traditional public involvement processes can provide important and substantive data about the role of humans in ecosystems, these data are usually incomplete due to the limitations of the methods used to elicit data in these contexts, and because many stakeholders are not represented in these forums (Blahna and Yonts-Shepard 1989, Office of Technology Assessment 1992). For example, public involvement processes are unlikely to provide data that can be used to assess the full range of behaviors, cultural traditions, life ways, or social values and meanings that link human populations materially as well as symbolically to natural resources, that influence those populations’ uses of resources, and that determine their levels of vulnerability to changing resource conditions. Also, there is a tendency for over-representation of social groups and constituencies that are consciously aware that they have a stake in the outcome of resource management decisions and that possess the social, political, and/or financial capital needed to engage as active participants in such processes (Heberlein 1976). Furthermore, even preliminary ecosystem management decisions that are based solely or primarily on biophysical factors may polarize people, making the decision-making processes divisive and causing data derived from public involvement to be more biased and less representative than usual.

In short, public involvement data generally fail to either measure the full spectrum of relevant linkages between the social and biophysical realms or to address the variability in those linkages across the full spectrum of relevant human communities and groups. Data derived from public involvement processes are generally suspect in terms of representativeness, and as such do not support inference to known communities or publics. Often key social conditions and trends that need to be taken into account in evaluating social/ecosystem dynamics are not addressed at all in the course of public involvement processes. Also, such data seldom fare well with respect to the standards of validity and measurement reliability to which more traditional forms of social science inquiry are held within the scientific community and in court.

However, public involvement processes can provide an important context for establishing improved understanding of key social values, uses, and concerns that bear upon changes in ecosystem conditions and ecosystem management options. If properly designed and implemented, they can also provide an important mechanism for encouraging a more collaborative public role in the definition of problems and the delineation of paths toward improvement. Moreover, from a practical standpoint, data derived from public involvement can provide an extremely useful, albeit incomplete, “coarse filter” for identifying and characterizing many of the communities and social groups that are linked in various ways to a particular ecosystem, and some of the more important dimensions of those linkages. The preliminary understandings derived from such information can provide important guidance in designing and implementing more focused social science data collection efforts that will support rigorous, in-depth, and scientifically defensible analyses of the key social factors that are relevant to a particular ecosystem.

INTEGRATING SOCIAL ANALYSIS INTO ECOSYSTEM SCIENCE

Less emphasis has been placed on the second component of our framework, that of incorporating humans into the science of understanding ecosystems (the social analysis portion of Fig. 1). Humans have been neglected as components of ecosystem science for reasons related to the social context and the process by which ecosystem science has developed. One reason is that this science is based on Enlightenment religious and intellectual traditions that viewed humans as separate from nature. This view tends to be reinforced when ecosystem concepts are applied to public lands in North America, where now there are relatively few resident people, and human influences are comparatively more controlled. The need to bound ecological science for analytic manageableability is another reason humans have been neglected in ecosystem science. And finally, the scientific staff of federal resource agencies has been and continues to be heavily weighted toward the biological sciences, with social sciences being poorly represented (Wenner 1987, Kennedy 1991).

In addition to this broader social context in which an ecosystem management approach has evolved, there have been obstacles within the scientific professions to integrating biophysical and social sciences. The first obstacle has to do with differences between the epistemologies and paradigms in which natural and social scientists train and work. Most simply, natural scientists view humans as intruders in ecosystems and focus on the need to preserve or conserve natural resources (e.g., Noss and Cooperrider 1994), while social scientists tend to view ecosystems as providers of goods
and services to humans and focus more on the uses and values humans associate with resources (Catton and Dunlap 1980). In addition to this basic difference in perspective, other obstacles to scientific integration include: less frequent professional interactions between social and natural scientists; communication barriers posed by discipline-specific technical language; incompatibility of natural and social scientific data over geographic scales, time scales, and units of measurement; and incentive structures that reward scientists for specialization within their disciplines and discourage interdisciplinary collaboration (Ocean Studies Board and National Research Council 1995:44–45, Mangel et al. 1996:348).

Other reasons that less attention has been given to incorporating humans into the science of understanding ecosystems has to do with the fact that discussions about ecosystem management traditionally have taken place among resource managers, scientists, and professionals trained in the natural sciences. Their conceptualizations of ecosystems and of research agendas were defined in ecological terms, with little integration of human components other than as constraints or stresses on ecological processes (e.g., Burgess 1993, Kaufmann et al. 1994, Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Wood 1994). Alarmed that many ecosystems faced risks from population growth and human impacts, they proposed accelerating the study of “pristine” natural systems as a preliminary step to determining the impacts of human actions on those systems and identifying management alternatives aimed at minimizing those impacts. The foundation and technical aspects of much of good resource management are still perceived to be good ecological science, with management objectives driven by the need to protect biological diversity and/or replicate pre-European ecological conditions. But while some ecologists still limit their acknowledgement of the importance of humans to the effect that pre-European residents had on their natural environments (Owen-Smith 1989, Wagner and Kay 1993, Young et al. 1995, Mangel et al. 1996), there now seems to be the emergence of a comprehensive call for incorporating human uses and interactions as a focus of ecosystem analyses.

As noted above, there have been several examples of ecoregional, interagency ecosystem management projects incorporating social factors, such as the FE-MAT Report (1993), the South Florida Everglades Restoration Project (Harwell et al. 1996), the Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management Project (Haynes et al. 1996, Quigley et al. 1996, U.S. Forest Service 1996), the Southern Appalachian Assessment (Southern Appalachian Man and Biosphere Cooperative 1996), and the Sierra Nevada Ecosystem Project (Doak and Kusel 1996). While these ecosystem pilot projects incorporated social data and had similar goals, each one took a different approach to the amount and type of social science data collected. For example, despite the similar scope and broad goals of these projects, each used a completely different unit of analysis for describing existing social conditions in the ecoregion. For the Sierra Nevada project, social scientists identified 180 “community aggregates,” which were combinations of census block groups that roughly corresponded to communities or combinations of small towns that were linked socially and economically (Doak and Kusel 1996). The aggregates were based on a sophisticated quantitative analysis of five indices developed from census and spatial variables in six multi-county “regions” of the Sierra Nevada. The ICRB project simply used counties of the Columbia Basin as the unit of social analysis (Quigley et al. 1996), and for the Everglades, scientists treated all of South Florida as one large social group (Harwell et al. 1996).

The dependent variables used in these ecoregional projects were equally diverse. The Sierra Nevada project used population, community capacity, socioeconomic status, tenure (home ownership), poverty, education, employment, and families receiving public assistance to describe the six regions, and socioeconomic status and community capacity index scores to describe the community aggregates. The descriptive variables used to describe the Interior Columbia counties were social and economic resiliency, population growth, sector of employment, and timber harvest and forage from federal lands.

The diversity in social science approaches is the result of the size and complexity of project objectives, availability of expertise and funding, and lack of existing standards for conducting social science at various scales of analysis. This is not to say that these social assessments have not been valuable additions to the ecoregional projects. The Everglades project provided a more thorough analysis of the integration of ecological and human systems, and recommended different levels of participation of public and private landowners in managing for ecological and societal sustainability in the Everglades ecoregion (Harwell et al. 1996). But the project implications derived from these analyses are necessarily broad planning objectives. Large amounts of data are collected, focusing on general assessments of existing conditions and needs, with little attention to addressing project or site-specific issues. While this general guidance is a necessary first step, the vast majority of ecosystem management decisions will be made at a smaller scale—the landscape, watersheds, or agency unit levels—and ecoregional pilot projects can only provide the broadest level of guidance.

There are also numerous small-scale ecosystem management projects, which tend to be written up primarily as individual case studies, with little generalizable information (e.g., Super et al. 1993, Yaffee et al. 1996). For example, a recent review of 105 site-specific case studies by Yaffee et al. (1996) resulted in excellent summaries of the types and sizes of projects, the nature
of agency participation and existing land uses in those projects, and the obstacles and opportunities for moving the projects forward. This review also contains a summary of the “anthropogenic stresses on project areas” (Yaffee et al. 1996: 69–71). However, this reflects the use of social science data to identify the ecological impacts of humans, and only to a lesser degree their benefits, needs, and preferences. This review illustrated the need for public participation and local community support for ecosystem management projects, but no implications were drawn for the integration of social science in the decision frameworks.

Thus, there is widespread recognition of the need for systematic social science information in ecosystem management, but most emphasis is placed on political process implications. The ecoregional pilot projects provide little guidance for on-the-ground planning beyond recommending general goals and objectives for management directions and some possible categories of social variables. At the landscape and watershed levels of analysis, issues are more specific, data types and sources will differ, and relevant social analysis, units of analysis, and public involvement methods will necessarily differ from ecoregional pilot programs. In short, site-specific projects may build on findings from broader scale pilots, but must collect unique sets of social scientific data.

**Social scientific data**

The scientific separation that has been maintained between humans and ecological systems has been philosophical, analytic, and professional. It has largely ignored empirical reality. Humans have impacted ecosystems over time through a range of interactions, which include use, habitation, and management (McDonnell and Pickett 1993). Growing recognition of the pervasiveness of human-induced ecological change has led to reassessment and revision of the environmental history of certain areas, with profound implications for current management policies (Wagner and Kay 1993, Wagner 1996). Some European ecologists label the focus of their ecological studies “cultural landscapes” and talk about “a gradient of human impact” because of the pervasiveness of human ecological influences (McDonnell and Pickett 1993).

Humans are intimately connected with and influence ecological systems, and there is growing recognition that understanding those connections is the key to developing an adaptive and effective ecosystem management approach (Moran 1990, Bonnicksen 1991, McDonnell and Pickett 1993, Slocombe 1993, Gunderson et al. 1995, Harwell et al. 1996, Mangel et al. 1996). The contributions of social science to ecosystem management can range from macro-level analyses of broad social, cultural, political, and economic values, behaviors, and trends to micro-level analyses of individual and group attitudes, values, and behaviors (Fig. 1). For example, demographic analyses and projections can provide a basis for understanding the dynamics of population change and distribution for local areas, regions, and the nation. Because human influences on ecosystems are likely to vary depending on the size and composition of the populations that live in and/or make use of various places and resources, knowledge of historical and current population trends is one key component of the effort to establish and understand linkages between human and biophysical components of ecosystems.

Simple understanding of demographic composition and trends is insufficient for understanding complex behavioral systems and their linkages to resource conditions and dynamics. For example, analyses based on the principles of social or human ecology are useful in documenting linkages between the population dynamics of human communities and the economic structures that sustain those communities (Frisbie and Poston 1978, Burch and DeLuca 1984, Moran 1990). Such analyses can provide important insights into the relationships between resource-based economic activities; trends and prospects for community growth, stability, or decline; and associated prospects for the social well-being of people living in human communities that are linked to specific ecosystems (Field and Burch 1988, Wilkinson 1991). The ability to assess interrelationships between resource conditions and trends, economic activity, population dynamics, community stability, and social well-being is crucial to anticipating what may be “coming down the pike” with respect to future resource uses and demands (US Forest Service 1995).

Scientific analyses of the social organizational structures of human communities provide another key set of insights into the linkages between the biophysical and social components of ecosystems. Issues of spatial and temporal variability are as important for understanding social aspects of ecosystems as for understanding the biophysical aspects. Resource uses, needs, and values are differentially distributed across local territorial communities, broader-based “communities of interest,” and the vast array of social groups that comprise these larger units of social organization. Within communities, understanding power differentials and social and economic equity issues in relationship to resource use and access is another area for formal social analysis (Jorgensen 1972, 1978, 1990, Endter 1987, West 1994). Implementing ecosystem management may result in social effects that are distributed unevenly across different interests and user groups. Public involvement activities will seldom provide a representative sampling of these various interests (recent work in the Southern Appalachians is a notable exception). Active collaboration and group process activities are influenced by different power and domination dynamics that must be considered in ecosystem management decision making.

The ability to characterize and understand linkages between resource conditions and trends and particular
social groups and to determine how those linkages vary across groups and communities is central to social assessment efforts, whether those efforts involve project-level analyses or analyses oriented to the larger geographic and temporal scales that are inherent to ecosystem-based management. Such analyses in turn provide the foundation for evaluating the relative “resiliency,” “adaptability,” or “vulnerability” of human communities and groups to anticipated shifts in ecosystem conditions and management orientations (FEMAT Report 1993, Kranich et al. 1994, Jorgensen 1995, Harris et al. 1996, Endter-Wada and Levine 1996).

Social scientists can also provide much-needed insight into the nature of human conceptual systems (e.g., social beliefs and values) regarding resource uses, conditions, and management approaches. The widespread and entrenched use of economic analysis in agency decision-making has been the main approach to measuring values, behaviors, and ecosystem interactions. Numerous authors have asserted that a more comprehensive understanding of human values is of central importance in the definition and implementation of ecosystem management (e.g., Salwasser 1991, 1992, Grumbine 1994, Lackey 1996, Wagner 1996). However, rigorous and systematic data collection and analysis will be required if we are to move beyond the rhetoric of simply acknowledging the importance of human values (and of measuring them solely in economic terms) to actually incorporating a range of value considerations into management practices and decision-making. Human values are highly variable across cultures, segments of societies, and stakeholder groups, and thus need to be analyzed empirically and across social science disciplines.

Anthropological and sociological theories and research can provide important insights into human conceptual systems regarding ecosystems. Social values and meanings about resources and landscapes have been traced to their roots in cultural traditions and individual or group experiences (e.g., Jorgensen 1984, Endter 1987, Endter-Wada et al. 1992, Greider and Gar- kovich 1994). Research examining how different social groups and communities interpret and form attachments to particular places or natural features can provide invaluable information about how and why certain resource uses occur and persist, as well as how shifts in resource conditions can influence human adaptation and response (Endter 1987, Brandenburg and Carroll 1995, Edelstein and Kleese 1995). Other researchers, drawing from ideas about evolution, psychophysiology, aesthetics, social psychology, and forest ecology, have developed landscape perception theories that can be used to assess scenic quality and predict changes associated with management activities (e.g., Brown and Daniel 1986, Kaplan and Kaplan 1989).

Some of these social-scientific approaches have already been applied to specific research topics relating to ecosystem management. For example, Gobster (1995) applied landscape perception theories to ecosystem management issues, producing recommendations about ecologically sustainable approaches to preserving forest scenic quality. Brunson (1993) applied concepts drawn from social and environmental psychology to evaluate what is meant by the “social acceptability” of resource conditions and management practices associated with ecosystem management. Researchers also have begun to study public attitudes toward ecosystem management principles and strategies (e.g., Reading et al. 1994, Brunson et al. 1996, Shindler et al. 1996).

Social scientific processes

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) required federal agencies to collect data that were representative of interested and affected publics, thereby providing the first legal requirement to conduct social analysis in resource planning. While agency-specific legislation has verified this need (e.g., the National Forest Management Act of 1976), the regulatory directives for implementing the law fail to provide clear guidance about when and how social analysis needs to be applied. Although some agencies and other organizations have developed more detailed guidelines for conducting social assessments (e.g., Branch et al. 1984, Interorganizational Committee 1993), there is little evidence that resource management agencies have developed either the will or the ability to collect social science data that are clearly relevant to decision-making needs (Freudenburg and Keating 1985, Blahna and Yonts-Shepard 1989, Kranich et al. 1994). Instead, agency social analyses seem in most instances to be driven by a need to adhere to NEPA process requirements and often suffer from the lack of discipline-appropriate scientific expertise among agency staff.

These criticisms, as well as the need to conduct analyses over larger geographic areas (Kranich et al. 1994) and longer time frames (Burdge 1987, Geisler 1993) and to account for increased scientific uncertainty and complexity in both social and ecological systems, has led to a search for scientific processes that are more compatible with this reality. As illustrated in Fig. 1, several research processes have emerged in recent years that entail a more scientifically acceptable approach to collecting social data. For example, Geisler (1993) has argued that “ex ante” research is not a sufficient source of data for understanding how management actions relate to social systems, but that an ongoing, process-oriented assessment approach is needed. This provides links to adaptive management processes, where scientific analysis is continuous and used to evaluate the outcomes of management decisions and to revise and improve future management actions (Walters and Holling 1990, Lee 1993, Gunderson et al. 1995, Mangel et al. 1996).

Another example is strategic perspectives analysis
(Dale and Lane 1994), a flexible procedure that can be used both to conduct participatory processes and to help integrate results of social assessment with resource planning. This approach, developed in Australia to assess Aboriginal participation in planning for rural economic development, uses ethnographic techniques to identify existing and potential resource uses and interests. Stakeholders who are thus identified are then invited to participate in the research process by formulating their own preferred land use strategies and to consider those strategies in relation to others in the planning community and to different land management scenarios.

The emphasis on adaptive management within ecosystem management has resulted from a search for organizational processes that place less emphasis on exercising control and more emphasis on generating meaning and enabling responsive action (Lee 1993). Research in the field of business management contains valuable insights into organizational structures, strategic processes, sources of innovation, interorganizational collaboration, and organizational revitalization that may have useful applications to ecosystem management strategies (e.g., Wheatley 1994, Westley 1995). One conclusion drawn from this literature is that there is an intimate connection between the dynamics of social systems and those of ecosystems, and that the same means must be employed to create organizations capable of managing ecosystem resiliency and organizations capable of resiliency in their own right (Westley 1995). Adaptive management, then, should be seen not only as a scientific process by which we respond to ecological and social change, but also as a scientific process through which we reflect upon our processes of response.

**Using Social Data in an Adaptive Management Program**

The framework outlined in Fig. 1 is not designed to provide a complete listing of public involvement and social analysis approaches that may apply to ecosystem management. It was designed to illustrate the differences between public involvement and social science analysis, to show that they have both data and process considerations that need to be taken into account in ecosystem management, and to illustrate some of the major types of process and data considerations that are commonly applied. Depending on circumstances, some social science information sources will be critical and others will be marginal or inapplicable. The types of decisions that must go into identifying and collecting relevant social information and the use of the information in ecosystem management must be made in a context of adaptive management and social learning (Lee 1993).

*A sample social learning/adaptive management process*

Specific ecosystem management decisions will vary greatly depending on project size and goals, critical public issues, and the time frame and available resources (e.g., data, expertise, and financing). This will result in different sets of stakeholders and data analysis needs across management settings. Agency decisions regarding data and process needs should not be made without expert input and public involvement. While no single process for meeting the goals of adaptive management and social learning will apply to every different situation, we illustrate one approach for meeting this dual goal within a general ecosystem management framework.

Decisions that must be made at the onset of an ecosystem management project include: (1) the project scale or zone of social and biological influence; (2) the most relevant biophysical data that will be needed for decision making; (3) the most relevant social data and stakeholder information that will be needed for decision making; (4) a prioritization of the social and biophysical data needs (because no decision process will be able to collect all relevant data); and, (5) indicators and standards for monitoring social and biophysical factors to meet adaptive management needs. These decisions should be made at the outset of the project using a collaborative learning effort between resource professionals, scientists, and the public. One way to do this is to combine a modified Delphi process with public involvement. (The Delphi method is an iterative group interview process whereby anonymous responses are solicited from a group of people, those people are then presented with results of the group’s responses and asked to reconsider and respond again, and the alteration of anonymous input and reporting of results can be repeated several times. The process gives participants equal input and enables them to alter their opinions without losing face.)

First, social and biophysical scientists are selected who have experience in resource management. They are included in a Delphi panel with key resource managers from relevant agencies and local “experts.” A summary of the ecosystem planning or management problem is presented to this group by mail, and they are asked to identify factors such as: (1) the relevant scale of social and biophysical analysis; (2) social and biophysical data needs; (3) relevant stakeholders and variables that will explain linkages between the ecosystem and stakeholder groups; and (4) the most important indicators for adaptive management. Depending on the diversity of responses, two or three iterations of the Delphi process (where results of previous rounds are sent to participants for their further response) should be completed.

Next a series of workshops could be conducted with the Delphi panel participants along with people from local communities and affected subgroups to review, critique, and revise the analysis framework developed by the Delphi panel. This would include a prioritization of the process and analysis needs, and more rigorous development of standards and indicators for adaptive.
management. Adaptive management standards can also be prioritized by biophysical, social, or administrative importance, and other factors (e.g., data availability) critical for the long-term implementation and monitoring of the ecosystem management program.

Social learning takes place in this process in several ways. First, agency professionals hear from many different sources outside the agency about the relative emphasis on social and biophysical data. Second, the iterative Delphi process allows panelists with professional training to learn from each other. Finally, stakeholder and expert interaction encourages the consideration of both scientific and policy considerations in the ecosystem management planning process.

Such a Delphi/public involvement process can help analysts meet many of the characteristics of ecosystem management (e.g., planning at different scales and integrating social and biophysical factors), as well as meeting social learning and adaptive management needs critical to ecosystem management (Lee 1993). Other ecosystem management needs, such as identifying desired future conditions or specific sustainability objectives, can also be built into this process. Other ways of collecting this information (perhaps before the Delphi/public involvement process) may also be devised that better fit individual decision situations.

The process described above is not the only social process needed during ecosystem management decision-making and implementation. Ongoing use of public involvement and social science approaches is needed throughout project planning and implementation. In fact, the U.S. Forest Service’s Human Dimensions of Ecosystem Management Task Force has been developing a very detailed, systematic process for combining public involvement and social science approaches throughout the process of planning and implementing ecosystem management. For example, if Native Americans have used the project area for hunting, gathering, or religious activities, their local indigenous knowledge would constitute important data needed for the project. This may take place as a collaborative learning effort with specific tribal representatives, or a more systematic social science effort may be needed if there are many different products collected by several subgroups. If these traditional uses of resources are central to the ecosystem management project goals (e.g., plant species being collected are moving toward threatened status), a more intensive public involvement process such as collaborative partnerships with tribal leaders may be critical for implementing the project and for long-term monitoring and adaptive management.

The NEPA experience of the last 30 yr has taught us that monitoring is often ignored after project implementation because other agency mandates, expenses, and issues demand staff attention. But to meet ecosystem management objectives, there should be monitoring of certain key variables for all ecosystem management projects. The decision framework in Fig. 1 can help in this regard as well. The public involvement and social analysis needs identified in the early stage of an ecosystem management project should become a joint effort of the agencies, experts, and stakeholders involved in the project. For example, collecting certain types of data may be a role for stakeholders and, if necessary, contingent or alternative management scenarios may be devised in collaboration with those same stakeholders. Once again, the information needed for adaptive management is likely to include biophysical data (e.g., status of endangered plants) as well as social science data (e.g., change in recreation benefit patterns), with the exact mix determined by project characteristics.

**Integrating Public Involvement and Social Analysis**

The processes of public involvement and social analysis need to be linked to make the best use of the data from both activities (Blahna and Yonts-Shepard 1989, Burdge 1990). Public involvement processes are important sources of social science data that may provide insights into conflicting goals facing resource managers or government decision makers. Due to limited agency budgets and Office of Management and Budget procedures governing survey research, public involvement data often is an important source of readily available information, and it is not always adequately utilized for the potential insights it can provide. Yet due to its uncontrolled partiality, public involvement processes are usually inadequate sources of data for describing the richness and breadth of human responses to environments and proposed ecosystem manipulations, and thus social science analysis is needed to fill in the gaps. At the same time, the social scientific process may not be responsive to practical management issues because of social scientists’ disciplinary concerns and the cost and timing required for thorough data collection. Public involvement methods may be able to respond more directly to management concerns and may be needed in order to make the kinds of rapid shifts required by adaptive management. Neither mode of learning is sufficient unto itself for effective ecosystem management.

These two social scientific components of ecosystem management represent key dimensions of the process that has been referred to as “social learning.” It incorporates multiple ways of knowing, acknowledging the limitations of traditional social scientific inquiry, just as natural resource managers are learning to incorporate local ecological knowledge into their understanding of ecosystems (e.g., Krishnaswamy 1995). It also acknowledges the importance of both the information-gathering process and the data themselves in forming a more complete picture of the complex relationships of humans in ecosystems. While we advocate consideration of all four of the major process and data categories set forth in Fig. 1 in any analysis of ecosystem management options, we also recognize
that the exact mixture of forms of social inquiry will vary with circumstances such as the immediacy of the need to act, funds available for scientific research, the depth and breadth of public concern over the ecosystem in question, and the availability of various forms of secondary data. Moreover, we do not mean to suggest that social scientists presently know enough about how to accomplish each of these tasks. For example, considerable work is needed to develop ways to more effectively engage a full range of stakeholders in civic dialogue about social values and environmental concerns.

The final (and perhaps greatest) challenge is to integrate this social knowledge with the body of ecological knowledge about the ecosystems under study. Integration both across social science disciplines (e.g., economics and sociology) and between social and natural science perspectives is a significant obstacle that needs to be addressed. In the short term, this challenge might best be addressed through implementation of intensive interdisciplinary training programs designed to give practicing resource management professionals a basic, foundation-level exposure to a broad array of disciplinary learning applicable to ecosystem management. Programs such as the Continuing Education in Ecosystem Management training course organized by federal resource management agencies and several western U.S. universities can provide short-term improvements in the capacity of agency personnel to accomplish improved integration.

Over the longer term, there is a need for significant redirection of academic training programs away from traditional disciplinary specialization and toward broad-based interdisciplinary learning that will allow social and natural scientists to more effectively communicate with one another in the pursuit of integrated ecosystem analyses. We need to find a common language for interaction between social and ecological scientists and practitioners, and to identify compatible measures at appropriate spatial and temporal scales. Doing so will require both formal research and adaptive management (e.g., Kessler et al. 1992). For example, interdisciplinary research might be the best approach for identifying feedback effects of human uses on ecosystems and of subsequent changes in ecosystem structure and function on human social organization, while adaptive management might be a better way to evaluate compatibility of data at different scales. Finally, we need to address the relationships between the politics and the science of ecosystem management, seeking ways to enhance the ability of ecosystem science to inform and guide actions and decisions that are inherently situated in political processes. Meeting these challenges will require a substantial expansion of social science elements in ecosystem analysis and planning.
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In the article by A. C. Finzi, C. D. Canham, and N. Van Breeman entitled “Canopy tree–soil interactions within temperate forests: species effects on pH and cations,” published in *Ecological Applications* 8(2): 447–454, Fig. 2 appeared with incorrect y-axis labels, due to an unfortunate printing error. The correct figure is reprinted below. The figure shows the content of exchangeable cations beneath six different canopy tree species growing in mixed-species forests in northwestern Connecticut. The differences among species in base vs. acid cations are highly correlated with soil pH. Soil pH is highest under sugar maple and lowest beneath hemlock.

**Fig. 2.** Mean quantities [mol/m² ± 1 se] of exchangeable Ca in the forest floor and top 7.5 cm of mineral soil beneath the different tree species. Bars with the same shading but with different letters are significantly ($P < 0.05$) different from one another. (a) Calcium, (b) magnesium, (c) aluminum, and (d) iron.